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Overview 
A campaigns survey was sent to bureaux in early June 2021 and received 44 responses. The survey 
focused on gathering insight into what has worked well or not well in campaigns over the past year, 
areas Citizens Advice Bureaux would like increased support or training on, and topics CABs would like 
to see given focus through national campaigns this year.

Campaign funding is now open for bureaux applications to take part and support our national 
campaigns. If you have any questions, please email barbara.adams@cas.org.uk, Senior Officer 
(Campaigns).

Campaign topics and audiences for 2021-2022 
One of the main purposes of the survey was to gain an insight into what audiences and issues CABs 
would like to see a focus on in our national campaigns. The key response to this was from question 
12, but as this is a central aim the responses to this will be looked at first, then the other survey 
questions in numerical order:

Q.12. Which of the following sort of audiences and issues would you like CAS to focus on, as 
part of a broader campaign to ensure people get the financial support they need? This will help 
us co-design campaign messaging and tactics with CABs. Please rank from 1-10 in terms of your 
preference (1 being most preferred option and 10 being least preferred option) choosing from:
1. Those in fuel poverty or struggling with energy literacy

2. Those paying too much for broadband or phone bills, or those who may be unaware of the range 
of tariffs available (such as social tariffs)

3. Those with housing problems in either the private rented sector, or those who are homeowners 
facing issues such as repossession

4. People at risk of debt (including council tax debt, those who are newly indebted or those who have 
benefitted from payment deferrals)

5. People facing unemployment as furlough ends

6. Those who are digitally excluded

7. Younger people (with a focus on those who have fallen out of employment/education as a result of 
COVID)

8. Older people (with a focus on those who have become more isolated as a result of COVID)

9. People living in remote rural areas who can be detrimentally impacted by higher costs of goods/
services

10. Those who identify as being in seldom-heard groups (please include any specific groups in the text 
box in the next question)
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The three highest scoring topics/audiences were:

In addition to these options, we will also have our Big Energy Saving campaign. This is an annual 
campaign that CAS receives set funding for and takes place every January. Based on CAB feedback 
detailed later in this evaluation, we will aim to start our Big Energy campaign earlier in the year and 
extend it over several months. 

We can also see from these results that there is a high level of interest from bureaux to focus on 
supporting those in the private rental sector. Housing is a workplan outcome for our Social Justice 
team this year, so we will see continued work on this. We will look at how we can reach these groups 
as an additional audience through our national campaigns work this year.

Based on these results, it is proposed that we focus on the below at a national campaign level:

 >  September: Campaign focused on financial support, driving traffic to the Money Map tool, aimed 
at audiences who are facing unemployment as furlough ends 

 >  November – January: Big Energy Saving Winter

 > February/March: Campaign focused on financial support, driving traffic to the Money Map tool, 
focused on audiences who are at risk of debt (including council tax debt, those who are newly 
indebted or those who have benefitted from payment deferrals)

Audience and issues Percentage of CABs who 
ranked this in their top 3 
choices

1 People facing unemployment as furlough ends 65%
2 People at risk of debt (including council tax debt, 

those who are newly indebted or those who have 
benefitted from payment deferrals)

59%

3 Those with housing problems in either the private 
rented sector, or those who are homeowners facing 
issues such as repossession

42%
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Section one: Your campaigns over the past year

Q.3. How many Citizens Advice Scotland campaigns has your bureau supported in the past 3 
years?1

 > 80% of respondents had supported 3+ campaigns

 > 20% of respondents had supported 1-2 campaigns

Q.4. What are the main obstacles to your bureaux taking part in more campaigns? Please check 
any that apply:

Obstacles % of CABs who selected this

1 Day-to-day intensive workload 85%
2 Staffing issues 69%
3 Timing issues 46%
4 Insufficient campaign funding 31%
5 Lack of interest in campaign topics 5%

Other responses from CABs in the comments box included:

 > Several bureaux indicated that they would like more lead in time before campaigns – ideally a 
month before to receive all materials which would help planning in advance.

 > Covid-19 responses/busyness responding to pandemic was also understandably listed as a reason 
why bureaux struggled to take part in campaigns.

Insufficient funding is something CAS have been working towards improving for campaign grants 
and with this in mind, this year’s campaign grants will be more generous: 

 >  Gold grants: £2400 (for CAB supporting three campaigns including Big Energy Saving)

 > Silver grants: £1100 (for CAB supporting at least two campaigns)

 > Bronze: £400 (for CAB supporting one campaign)

1 Questions 1 and 2 focused on bureaux name and key campaign contact so have been excluded from this report.
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Q.5. (a) What worked well for campaigning during the pandemic? Please explain why (or N/A if 
you did not take part in campaigns)

Common themes of 
what worked well What CABs said

Campaign materials and 
toolkits “We were ready to go campaigns with templates and graphics.” 

Social media copy from 
CAS

“Text which could be added to the social media posts was so 
valuable, it saved time trying to think up what to say and meant 
it could be allocated to someone more junior as there was not the 
worry about what may be said online.”

Increased digital activity 

“We increased our social media drive and also increased the 
engagement with other local groups this was an excellent way to 
promote these campaigns.”

“We have been trying to improve our social media generally and are 
happy to promote campaigns as this is a dual benefit for both CAS 
and the campaign and the bureau itself.”

Template letters to MSPs/
MPs

“Having template press releases, template letters for elected 
representatives. Having ready to go campaign material to 
disseminate/amend as required”

Flexibility of campaigns “Flexibility to run the campaigns as and when it matched our local 
campaign plans”

Videos from CAS and CAB
“We found it helpful for our staff to do videos during BESM to get 
more engagement and I think this could be something developed 
more in the future - either nationally or locally.”

Q.5 (b) How to build on these positives

Several bureaux expanded on ways to develop these positives further, including:

Campaign materials available 
slightly earlier (3 weeks prior)

“Looking ahead it would be very helpful if the lead in times 
could be extended to 3 weeks minimum in order meet 
local press timescales and deadlines.”

CAS contacting specialist advisers 
for option pieces/case studies

“Would be useful to have more involvement of the 
specialist advisers producing useful content/advice/opinion 
pieces/case studies in newspapers really highlighting the 
issues seen.”

Email campaigning “A more dedicated digital approach whereby there was 
directly targeted email campaigning”

Increased video content “More short video clips and social media tools adaptable 
for each individual bureau to use and gather feedback 
from”
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This is helpful to know that most of the campaigning methods CAS provided materials for were 
useful during the pandemic, including detailed social media toolkits and design files for quick use 
on CAB social media and video content. Increased lead in time to have materials earlier prior to 
campaigns is a reoccurring comment – with this feedback, CAS will aim to allow at least three weeks 
before a campaign to have campaign assets available for bureaux.

Q.6. What was most challenging about campaigning during the pandemic? Please explain why 
and tell us how CAS could help (or N/A if you did not take part in campaigns).

Common themes of what was challenging What CABs said

Lack of face-to-face

“Usually we’re out and about in supermarkets, 
community centres, partner premises etc but 
couldn’t do this”
Not having clients coming through the bureau made 
it more difficult to promote campaigns, a large 
number of bureau clients are digitally excluded so 
may be unaware of campaigns run via social media.
“Only really using social media for campaign 
work has reduced our ability to access local, rural 
communities”

Loss of traditional campaigning methods

“The lockdown stopped entirely the traditional 
methods of interaction, face to face, poster, leaflet 
etc.”
“Not being able to put up physical posters, within 
outreaches etc.”

Lack of time
“We’re a small bureau and it’s usually me as the 
manager having to create the online content and 
decide on activities.”

Coordinating with teams when WFH

“The most challenging thing was co-ordinating 
the campaign from home and involving the whole 
team in what was going on - especially due to the 
increased workloads advisers were/are experiencing.”

Most of the responses here are to be expected during the pandemic: the challenge of not having 
face-to-face interaction especially during campaigns. Many CABs noted that a great number of their 
clients are digitally excluded or not digitally confident, so reliance on social media promotions during 
the pandemic understandably created a worry of missing these groups. Being unable to do outreach 
in community areas also exacerbated this.
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Q.7. Traditional face-to-face campaigning may still be difficult for some months of 2021. 
Which of the following campaigning techniques did you find useful over the past year of social 
distancing?  

Social media toolkits, campaign videos and template press releases all saw high percentages of 
responding CABs listing them as ‘highly useful’ or ‘useful’.

Less useful options included hosting online focus groups and hosting online events/workshops, which 
is understandable during a time when bureaux were more stretched than ever.

Highly useful or useful ranking %

Social media toolkits 91% of CABs 
Campaign videos 90% of CABs
Press release 80% of CABs
Promoting campaign to local MPs and MSPs for 
support

59% of CABs

Sending campaign toolkits to local organisations 47% of CABs
Promoting printed materials in bureaux and local 
organisations or community areas

43% of CABs

Hosting online events/workshops 41% of CABs
Local radio advertising 35% of CABs
Hosting online focus groups 26% of CABs

Several bureaux included ideas of other campaigning techniques which could be useful during social 
distancing, including:

 > Some further direction from CAS on social media and branding – giving guidance on how to 
manage a professional Facebook page and keep brand consistency in content if CABs choose to 
create their own.

 > Creating campaign window displays. CAS will look at our campaign materials and discuss with 
relevant bureaux who use window displays, to see if CAS can help provide specific materials in 
campaign packs. 
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Section two: Campaign materials, CAS support 
and funding

Q.8. Lower numbers of printed materials were ordered from Brandbase over 2020 as 
campaigning moved online during the pandemic. Which of the following campaign materials 
would you like to see from CAS when more face-to-face campaigning is permitted in 2021?

Q.9. Please indicate which of the following workshops your bureau would be interested to attend in 
the future:

Campaign materials
Useful materials Tote bags, keyrings and posters, and A5 flyers

Less popular materials Wallet cards and postcards

Several CABs also included thoughts on what else would be useful. The most popular responses 
included small, free, promotional giveaways:

 > Promotional giveaways: “Small, easily stored yet useful promotional items, such as trolley tokens, 
pens, wallet cards with calendars, small calendars, key rings - examples of items the bureau would 
find useful to have and that non-clients and clients would wish to keep and use.”

 > Small pocket-sized giveaways: “Smaller items which can be handed to individuals. Clients will be 
spending less time in places were poster campaigns will be absorbed.”

 > Covid-19 related giveaways: “face masks cab logos”

 > CAB branded giveaways: “Clients love the freebies! Above everything else - would be good to have 
better ones and more choice and be able to brand to our CAB”

Workshops % of CABs very interested or interested

Social Policy Feedback 97%

Influencing your local politicians and stake-
holders

89%

Social Media Strategy 87%
Image and Graphic Creation for online pur-
poses

84%

Making your communications inclusive 82%
Fundamentals of Social Media 82%
Questionnaire Design 76%
Engagement with local press and media 70%

Interested CABs will be contacted by the CAS Impact team when training opportunities come up 
again this year.
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Q10. Do you have a suggestion of a different workshop that would help build capacity for local 
policy and campaigning work? Please include details of this:

Workshop ideas

Corporate social responsibility
Targeting hard to reach groups 
Getting the most from Castle/drawing down key user data, 
demographics and other reports. Rather than Scotland 
wide have local groupings i.e. Highlands and Islands or 
rural v city.
Scams
Employability
Community support
Training around using zoom/teams and hosting events 
online
Building partnerships with similar organisations
Social media. “With CAS workshops I often find there is 
a fear of not wanting to seem as if they are telling CABs 
what to do. I actually want that. Tell me what to do 
for a social media strategy, if it works for you it’ll work 
for us and it saves time and thought trying to reinvent 
something which already works.”
Marketing and how CAS staff can support with this. 

These workshop ideas will be discussed with the Impact team at CAS and aimed to be incorporated 
into training opportunities over the coming months.
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Section three: Future campaigns and 
development

Q.13. Are there any specific seldom-heard audiences you would like to reach in campaigns this 
year?

Several CABs responded with ideas on this and the aim would be that CAS can help support reaching 
these audiences at both a local and national level for campaigns, or look at further partnership 
working to help us reach these groups:2

 > Ethnic minorities

 > Digitally excluded groups

 > Mental health/vulnerable groups

 > Elderly people with limited incomes

 > Families

 > Those for whom English us not their first language

 > Young people

 > Those in working poverty

 > Those in precarious employment with limited rights (i.e. cash in hand jobs)

 > Those living under coercive control

Q.14. Is there another issue that you would like to raise awareness of through campaigning? 
Please include details here.

Commons themes reoccurring here include:

Common themes More details from CABs
Volunteering “A campaign focusing on (volunteering) helping gain 

post-pandemic employment”
General awareness campaign for CABs “Always free and always impartial - no problem is 

too small, CABs are there for everyone”
Benefits “If, as seems certain, the uprating of benefit is 

removed from Oct, a campaign to get it replaced.”
Housing “Lack of housing opportunities for young people. 

Evictions and rights.”
Know your rights campaign “How a general knowledge of rights helps to build 

capacity in society and empowers people in all 
aspects of their life, family, work and education…
Employment rights, especially in temporary 
employment or cash-in-hand roles.”

Scams “These seem to be on the increase elderly people 
become scared and don’t know what to do. 
Nuisance calls.”

Transport “Rural transport”

2 Question 12 was examined at the start of the report, since this was the main purpose of the survey and for ease of reading.
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Lots of the CAB feedback reinforced issues that we know are important to the network. CAS 
continues to work with the network to expand volunteer capacity with assets available on 
Brandbase. Housing is a workplan outcome for the Social Justice team this year so we will see 
continued work on that. We continue to support work around Scams through Scams Awareness 
Fortnight every June.

Q.15. How would your CAB suggest reaching digitally excluded people during campaigning? 
Are there any off-line alternatives to the Money Map that you would like to see CAS provide for 
these audiences?

The answers to this included many useful insights into what could work in local areas. These ideas 
included partnership working, creating scaled down printed materials from a digital equivalent and 
working on outreach in the local community. It would be useful to discuss these when planning 
campaigns to see if any are achievable, e.g. creating a scaled down printed guide for key financial 
support options with phone numbers rather than urls.

Common themes What CABs said

Connected Communities “We have used funding from Connected 
Communities to do this.”

Printed guides

“How to guide with step by step instructions and 
telephone details”
“Off-line alternatives to money map tool/easy to 
read guides would be extremely useful. We find 
that a lot of our clients are digitally excluded, and 
when we can’t run face to face campaigns it can be 
difficult to provide the same amount of info we do 
online on our campaigns to these clients.”

Connecting Scotland “Connecting Scotland devices & Attend Anywhere/ 
Near Me video conferencing platforms”

Local print distribution “Promotional materials placed in local buildings”
“Target care homes for residents and staffs”

Mail drops w/ telephone details “Expensive but effective”

Links with local community groups

“Those who support elderly people, doctor’s 
surgeries etc”
“Scottish Borders Council has a project to help 
people who are digitally excluded”
“Work with local libraries”
“Work with local food banks”
“Work with GP practices”

Outreach teams from CAB “We have an outreach team that work in the most 
deprived areas who normally can be more accessible 
to the digitally excluded, however, our outreaches 
venues are not up and running yet and so we 
haven’t managed to get these re-started. I’m not 
sure how we can reach them otherwise.”
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Local press and radio “But this can be expensive/not possible for all CABs”
Window displays at CAB to show 
campaigns and opening hours/phone 
numbers

“I think focus should be on reaching digitally 
excluded folk to let them know that bx are open and 
how they can access advice (phone, face to face), 
possibly (COVID dependent) links with health service 
and access through Near Me in health centres”

Q.17. The flexible approach to campaigns last year was received positively. Bureaux promoted 
campaigns in a time that best suited them and their local community. Did this work for you?3

 > 56% of respondents felt this worked well

 > 34% didn’t feel strongly either way

 > 10% preferred a more structured two-week approach to campaigns

Based on these results, CAS can see that 56% of CABs were happy with a more flexible approach to 
campaign timelines, which gives us confidence that continuing with a flexible approach and longer-
running campaigns would be preferable going forwards.

Q.18. We’ve had feedback that it may be better to launch our Big Energy campaign earlier 
rather than in January when the winter season is half-way through. Tell us what you would 
prefer?4

 > 63% would prefer to run Big Energy from October onwards

 > 14% would prefer to run Big Energy from November onwards

 > 2% would prefer to run Big Energy from December onwards

 > 20% don’t feel strongly either way

This shows that around 80% of CAB would prefer to start Big Energy earlier in the year. Given that 
COP-26 takes place in early November 2021, it would seem sensible to start Big Energy promotions 
once this has ended to avoid competing with COP-26 activity. With that in mind, we can aim to start 
Big Energy from the end of November 2021.

3 Question 16 focused on asking CABs if they would be interested in taking part in a co-design. CAS have a list of interested CABs on file 
from this.
4 Questions 19 asked CABs for anniversary details of their bureaux and Question 20 asked for notes of interest in supporting the 
Financial Health team at a local level to influence improvements on council tax billing/arrears. Both results have been filed and sent to 
the relevant teams within CAS.
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Summary

This survey has given very useful insight into topics such as how bureaux felt campaigning during the 
challenges of 2020 and beyond and where they would like to see increased support. It also showed a 
breakdown of the type of training and workshop opportunities many would be interested in.

This evaluation has also given a clear indication of the topics and audiences CABs would like to see 
given campaign focus this year. This, plus the insight into earlier lead in times, earlier launch for the 
Big Energy Saving campaign and ways to reach digitally excluded groups are all strong places to start 
with campaign planning for 2021-2022.


